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Purchasing an automatic pool cleaner for a new backyard swimming pool is a most important
investment. This can be one of the larger purchasing decisions for your swimming pool and
deserves serious consideration. Making the right choice the first time can save hundreds, if not
thousands of dollars in pool cleaner repair or replacement costs as well as other related expenses
over the functional lifetime of your swimming pool.

Making the Choice

Suction pool cleaners are excellent for dirt free backyard where thereâ€™s not much of dirt and debris. r.
They do an excellent job picking up smaller debris as well as vacuuming the grime from and
scrubbing the bottom along with walls of the pool. When utilized in pools which get a lot of larger
leaves as well as branches, suction cleaners will frequently get clogged up at the mouth of the
cleaner, collection basket, or at the pump basket. When this takes place, not simply will the cleaner
stop functioning; however, the blockage can restrict a suction line to the main filter and create
numerous diverse problems consisting water clarity issues and costly damage to the pool pump.

If you expect a major amount of larger debris finding its way into the pool, a pressure cleaner with
an independent booster pump will be the most excellent option. They do a better job of picking up
large amounts of bigger debris like leaves as well as small branches. In addition, as the debris gets
picked up it is not being moved toward the main filter, lessening the occurrence of clogged baskets
as well as circulation problems. When the collection bag gets filled up, the main filter operation
would not be affected. Instead the pool cleaner would merely be less capable until the bag is
emptied.
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For more information on a pool cleaner, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the a pool cleaners!
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